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StableWeigh™ TDS Vessels
Eliminate cumbersome
crucibles
– Save time—no more washing, drying, and
weighing of hundreds of crucibles or dishes
– Preconditioned and preweighed—we’ve done the
vessel prep work for you
– Faster cooling time—no more waiting for an hour
– Disposable—eliminate risk of carryover
contamination
– Safer—stop safety hazards from broken crucibles
Simplify your Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) analysis!
Made of proprietary materials, these revolutionary
StableWeigh vessels will certainly replace the ceramic
and glass crucibles you use in your lab today.
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The name says it all—StableWeigh vessels are
weight stable, even at the method-required
temperature of 180°C. Each bag is predried and
preweighed with the tare weight printed on the bag
so it’s ready to use right out of the box.
Think of the time savings—these disposable vessels
remove all the preparatory drying and weighing steps
prior to analysis, and the cleaning steps afterward.
Plus, you’ll get a better analysis. Our innovative vessels
weigh much less than an 80-gram crucible, so the
weight ratio of vessel is closer to ending analysis result.
Description

Catalog number

StableWeigh TDS vessels; pack of 100

TDS100

Easy-use filling station for StableWeigh TDS vessels, 1 position

TDS100F

Easy-use filling station for StableWeigh TDS vessels, 6 position

TDS600F

Weighing stand for use on balance

TDS200B

Modular metal rack; holds multiple vessels for use in oven

TDS200R

Filtration kit: 100 TDS vessels and 100 washed and dried filters
Starter kit: 100 TDS vessels, 100 washed and dried filters, weighing
stand, oven rack, 6-position filling station, and static control system

TDS111
TDS222

Find out more about how StableWeigh™ vessels can
improve your TDS analysis. Contact us today!
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